
40 DAYS OF PROMISE

Day 35

CHILDLIKE

Childlike and childish are not the same. Childlike is a state of mind. It is the quality of 
possessing the positive characteristics of the mind-set of a child. It is a way of understanding 
and relating. Childish is functionally immature.  It is not understanding like a child as much as 
it is behaving like one. Childlike is good. Childish – not so much.

Jesus tried to get the disciples to understand this difference.  Jesus was forever surprising the 
disciples with his instruction.  Often the disciples behaved in ways that were not wrong, as 
such, but were based on a lack of understanding of Jesus’ purposes. Much of His instruction 
simply went “in one ear and out the other” when it came to the disciples understanding.
Such was the case in Matthew 19: 13-15. Parents were bringing their children to Jesus to 
have Him bless them.  They just wanted Jesus to touch their children.  (Wouldn’t you?)  The 
disciples got impatient with the children and rebuked the patents who were bringing them.

Jesus shocked them with an amazing statement: “Leave them alone. Let them come to me,” 
Jesus said. “The children are like those who will inherit the kingdom of heaven.”  Jesus is 
telling us that we need to remember and retain the qualities that Jesus saw in the children. 

What are the qualities that we should retain as adults that we possessed as children?  Ask 
yourself if you have these qualities and if you demonstrate them in your faith.

    • Children trust without question
    • Children believe what authority figures tell them
    • Children have a challenging curiosity
    • Children do not accept “because” as an acceptable answer
    • Children really want to grow up quickly
    • Children hurt easily but mend quickly.  They have a wonderful capacity to forgive.

If these qualities that are typical of children were a part of your life, would you be happier in 
your faith?  

How difficult would it be for you to recapture the trust you had as a child?

What would be required of you in your day to day walk with the Lord to possess a childlike 
faith?  

BIBLE READING FOR TODAY: Psalm 139 (read it slowly – these are wonderful words of 
life!)
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